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A
Abstract
In the oil sands of westerrn Canada, cap
prock integrity
y
hhas become a central issu
ue in projectss using steam
m
innjection recov
very processees such as SAGD (steam-aassisted gravity
y drainage). Caprocks
C
conttain steam and
d
ffluids within th
he reservoir and understandin
ng the integrity
y
oof the caprock over the life of
o the operatio
on is critical in
n
oorder to ensure a safe and eco
onomically viab
ble project.
A multi-dissciplinary study
y was undertak
ken to evaluatee
ggeological faccies as poten
ntial caprock for Ivanhoee
E
Energy’s Tamaarack project. This exam
mination of thee
hhistorical perfformance of operating SA
AGD projectss
ccorrelated the maximum veertical growth of the steam
m
cchamber with geology and th
he steam-injecction operating
g
ppressure. The study found that SAGD steam chamberss
aare being consttrained by geollogical facies grading
g
upward
d
too poorer reserrvoir quality raather than bein
ng constrained
d
bby shallower,, regionally extensive, massive,
m
low-ppermeability baarriers.
Geomechan
nical reservoir simulationss of Ivanhoee
E
Energy’s propo
osed Tamarack
k SAGD Projeect predict thatt
thhe steam chaamber will be
b similarly constrained
c
ass
rreservoir qualitty degrades upw
ward. The sim
mulations show
w
thhe pressure an
nd stress gradieents in the forrmations abovee
thhe steam cham
mber as a fun
nction of time and operating
g
cconditions, allo
owing for a more
m
accurate assessment off
ssteam containm
ment and the risk
r
for shear and/or tensilee
ffailure.
The finding
gs are significaant because theey confirm thatt
thhe vertical gro
owth of SAGD
D steam cham
mbers has been
n
eeffectively hallted by faciess consisting of
o interbedded
d
ssands and mudstones. Theese effective caprock
c
faciess
hhave higher fracture pressures than the
t
regionally
y
eextensive low permeability barriers
b
becausse these faciess
aare found at grreater depths. The higher fraacture pressuree
juustifies a high
her maximum operating pressure, with itss
aassociated high
her reservoir tem
mperatures ressulting in much
h
loower bitumen
n viscosities. As a result, SAGD welll
pproductivity an
nd project econ
nomics are greatly improved,,
pparticularly for shallow SAGD
D projects.

Intro
oduction
Onlyy the shalloweest deposits off the extensivve oilsands
resouurces of westerrn Canada are recoverable w
with surface
mininng. The vast m
majority of these resources arre too deep
or tooo thin for the eeconomical rem
moval and replaacement of
the nnon-bituminouus overburden. As such, oonly in-situ
recovvery processess are viable ovver the majoritty of these
resouurces. Of thesse, the two moost predominannt recovery
proceesses are cycliic steam stimuulation (CSS) aand steamassistted gravity drrainage (SAGD
D). Historicaally, steam
injecction has beenn the preferredd means of reducing the
viscoosity of the bbitumen that is needed to allow for
econoomically viablle bitumen prodduction rates.
C
CSS involves the injection of steam innto a well
comppleted in the oiil sands formattion. This is foollowed by
a “sooak” period duuring which thhe well is shut in and the
steam
m is allowed ttime to condennse, releasing its heat to
the ooilsands formaation, includingg the bitumen. The well
is puut on producttion and the hot bitumen and steam
conddensate (water)) are produceed. When thhe bitumen
produuction rate is sufficiently loow, the entire process of
injecction, soak, annd productionn is repeated.. Several
produuction cycles occur until the oil to stteam ratio
mes uneconom
becom
mical.
U
Unlike other biitumen and exxtra heavy oil ddeposits in
the w
world, the visccosities of the bbitumen contained in the
Athaabasca oilsandds of the F
Fort McMurrray region
generrally exceed 1 million ceentipoises at reservoir
tempperature, resultting in extrem
mely low inittial matrix
injecction. Insteadd, steam is injected abovve fracture
presssures. Fortunnately the local and induuced stress
regim
mes favour thee formation of horizontal fr
fractures in
mostt projects (see Bell et al; Grronseth and Krry). These
largee horizontal frractures allow for the imm
mediate and
extennsive contact between stteam and thhe oilsand
form
mation, followeed by a consiiderable compactive and
soluttion gas drive ccomponent duuring the early production
phasees.
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In contrast, SAGD operates below fracture pressure.
A horizontal well pair, consisting of an injector well
overlying and parallel to a producer well (that is separated
by 5 metres), is placed near the bottom of the oilsands pay
zone. Using concentric tubing in each of the two wells,
steam is circulated within the wells. This heats an
annulus of oilsands around each well. Once these two
heated annuli coalesce, the injector is in communication
with the producer and operation changes from steam
circulation to SAGD, in which steam is injected into the
upper injector well and the steam condensate (water) and
hot bitumen are produced from the lower producer well.
SAGD is not dependent upon displacement, however;
it relies on gravity for its drive mechanism. The well pair
essentially operates iso-barically, with a small
backpressure on the producer well to ensure that it does
not produce live steam. Steam leaving the injector well
migrates to the perimeter of the swept volume (“steam
chamber”) which is essentially at a uniform pressure. The
volume change associated with steam condensation at the
perimeter creates a small pressure drop that ensures
continued steam flow to the outside of the steam chamber.
The condensed steam and heated bitumen flow down
the sides of the steam chamber from the top towards the
producer well and are produced.
There are several differences between CSS and
SAGD, but for this study the essential difference is the
effect of each process on the oilsands formation and its
caprock. With CSS, steam is injected at pressures
intended to fracture the oilsands formation. This requires
a forgiving caprock that can withstand the high pressures
itself, and withstand the changing stresses due to high
pressures, temperatures and large deformations within the
reservoir. SAGD is seen as the gentler process because it
does not create tensile fractures within the reservoir, and
by extension, requires less from its caprock. The
anomalous steam release at the Joslyn Creek SAGD
project resulted in a re-examination of that assumption
and the determination of what truly constitutes a caprock
for SAGD. This paper presents the findings of our study
of SAGD caprock and focuses on the facies which have
been observed to impede steam rise and thereby contain
the SAGD process.
Caprock Criteria for SAGD
There are several criteria required of a potential caprock
formation for SAGD. These are:
1. constrain steam chamber rise;
2. prevent the loss of reservoir fluids to the
overburden;
3. prevent the ingress of cold water from above;
4. prevent the development of excessive pressures
in the overburden;
5. withstand the existing and induced stresses and
pressures over the life of the project;
Constrain Steam Chamber Rise. While the SAGD
process occurs within the oilsands pay zone, the steam
chamber slowly grows upwards and establishes a welldefined boundary. Within the steam chamber, oil
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saturations approach low residual saturation values.
Outside of and above the steam chamber, there is no
steam present. Temperatures fall from saturated steam
temperature at the steam chamber upper boundary to
original reservoir temperatures within a few metres above,
with most of the heat transfer being conductive. Near the
steam chamber boundary, formation fluid pressures are
essentially at steam pressures. The steam chamber rises
because the heated bitumen at the periphery becomes
mobile and can flow downward as steam rises to occupy
the vacated pore space. This could occur as countercurrent flow, in which the liquid phase flows down past
the rising gas phase. Given the limitations imposed by
relative permeability effects, particularly for countercurrent flow, it is more probable that steam rise is
conceptualized by an inverted U-tube phenomenon in
which the heated bitumen drops through one pore throat
while steam rises through an adjacent pore throat.
Capillary Entrance Pressure.
Once the steam
chamber encounters geological facies that are finer
grained than the oilsands, this process becomes more
difficult because the steam, which is a gas, cannot enter
the pore throat until it exceeds the capillary entrance
pressure of the smaller pore throats. Liquid water is the
wetting phase, so steam cannot enter the pore space until
the pressure differential between the two phases
overcomes the interfacial tension at the perimeter of the
pore throat. Field instrumentation has shown that
formation fluid pressures approach steam pressures far in
advance of any thermal front, so there is a considerable
back pressure to overcome as well.
Thermally induced gas exsolution could create a gas
phase in the heated perimeter outside of the steam
chamber, which would offset capillary effects and allow
steam rise. However, in the vicinity of the SAGD steam
chamber, this is prevented by the rise in formation
pressures from their naturally under-pressured state to
steam pressures. Thermally induced gas exsolution can
occur adjacent to production risers where formation
pressures have not increased appreciably.
As such, fine-grained facies can be a considerable
impediment to steam rise. Exceptions could include
geometries where graded facies are inclined, which
allows for gravity drainage in the coarser facies; when the
facies are discontinuous, which allows for spill points at
the edges of the facies; and, where geomechanical effects
result in shearing of the facies which create new flow
paths and decreased capillary pressure.
An excellent regional example of capillarity as a
barrier to gas rise is the Clearwater Formation. The
predominant facies is a massive, laterally extensive
mudstone that is recognized as a very competent caprock
formation. Yet, in geological terms, this formation is an
aquiclude or a formation that permits flow through it on a
geological timescale.
Meteoric water continuously
permeates down through this formation, recharging the
laterally continuous sand of the Wabiskaw Member at its
base, yet over geological time the Clearwater mudstone is
a very effective barrier to the upward flow of the natural
gas found in the same Wabiskaw sand. Pressures are
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trransmitted thro
ough the Clearrwater mudston
ne but gas doess
nnot migrate up
pwards, as evid
denced by the lack of a gass
pphase
Most majorr gas reservoirs are vertically
y contained by
y
ccapillary pressu
ure effects, no
ot by the loweer permeability
y
oof their caproccks. Lower permeability
p
formations
f
aree
sseen as good caprocks, not because
b
of theirr permeability,,
bbut because of their associated small pore th
hroats and high
h
ccapillary entraance pressurees prevent th
he gas from
m
eescaping. If peermeability weere the restrictting parameter,,
ggas reservoirs would not bee gas-filled beecause the gass
w
would slowly flow through the caprock over
o
geologicall
tiime.
Prevent Reservoir Fluid
d Losses. Reeservoir fluidss
cconsist of steam, water (both connatte water and
d
ccondensed steaam), bitumen, and
a natural gass, if present. In
n
S
SAGD operatio
ons steam lossses need to bee minimized in
n
oorder to retain
n the heat within
w
the resservoir. Any
y
ssignificant steaam loss will reesult in a higheer steam to oill
rratios, and it may
m not be po
ossible to mak
ke up the lostt
vvolume of wateer under physiccal or regulatorry constraints.
Water and steam losses need
n
to be prev
vented in orderr
too retain heat within
w
the reserrvoir, to conseerve water, and
d
too prevent any potential
p
contaamination of aq
quifers.
Bitumen lossses need to bee prevented in order to retain
n
hheat, prevent aquifer
a
contamination, and to
o minimize thee
looss of saleablee product.
Natural gas
g
losses imply stro
ong pressuree
ccommunication
n through the caprock, and this would resultt
inn a drop in resservoir pressuree, requiring a steam
s
injection
n
ppressure that iss balanced witth the overlyin
ng zone. Thiss
ccan severely reduce the operaating pressure which
w
can lead
d
too a lower recov
very factor and
d production raates.
Steam and gas losses arre strongly cu
urtailed by thee
ccapillary effeccts previously mentioned. Liquid lossess
thhrough the cap
prock are minim
mized by graviity segregation
n
thhat keeps liq
quids flowing to the base of the steam
m
cchamber.
Prevent the Inflow of Water.
W
A very
y serious threatt
too the SAGD process
p
is the quenching of the
t process by
y
w
water cascadin
ng from abovee, or “top wateer”. This can
n
ooccur when a bitumen-lean
b
water-filled
w
zon
ne exists at thee
toop of the pay zone, or if there is a breach in the caprock
k
thhat connects to
o top water. Water
W
can enccroach laterally
y
inn a zone with top gas if a pressure transien
nt is created by
y
ggas production..
The influx of water coolss the steam chamber causing
g
ssteam condensation withou
ut any associiated bitumen
n
pproduction. Ass such, it essen
ntially quenchees the process.
IIn a pattern off SAGD wellp
pairs, it may be
b possible to
o
ssacrifice the upstream weellpair to in
ntercept waterr
inncursion into the other welllpairs. A co
ontinuous low-ppermeability caprock would impede wateer inflow from
m
aabove.
Prevent Excessive
E
Oveerburden Preessures. Thee
ppresence of cap
prock restricts the transmissiion of pressuree
too overlying formations
f
thro
ough a combination of thee
ccapillary entran
nce pressure an
nd pressure lossses across thee
ccaprock. With
hout this, the hiigh steam cham
mber pressuress
ccould result in
n increasing overburden
o
preessures. Thiss
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couldd result in acccidental hydrraulic fracturee of these
shalloower formationns and catastroophic steam losss.
R
Resiliency in R
Response to SAGD. The noon-uniform
grow
wth and developpment of SAG
GD steam cham
mbers result
in chhanges in stress and pressurre. These incclude large
reducctions in effective stress ddue to the higgher steam
injecction pressures and unloading due to unevven volume
changges in the resservoir. Therm
mal stresses ccan impose
largee differential sstresses that caan contribute to existing
differrential stressees. The capprock must bbe able to
withsstand these chhanges in stress over the life of each
SAG
GD pattern.
ological Strattigraphy
Geo
G
Geological varriations worldw
wide precludee a global
“typee” geologicall model forr the SAGD
D process.
How
wever, many SAGD projeccts, particularrly in the
Athaabasca oilsandss of western C
Canada, have ccomparable
geoloogical profiless. An idealized generic geological
profiile for these proojects is shownn in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Typical Ge
eological Pro
ofile,
A
Athabasca Oilsands
T
The Cretaceouss Athabasca oiilsands overlayy Devonian
carboonates, unconfformably. A ppaleosol may eexist at the
uncoonformity but iin most cases it is absent. K
Karsting or
salt ddissolution in the Devonian formations caan result in
addittional voidage into which thhe overlying oiilsands and
caproock will drape.. If this occurrred after the deeposition of
the ccaprock formattions, this willl result in a reeduction in
rock stresses.
T
The stratigraphiic profile show
wn includes a bbasal water
sand with little to no bitumen saaturation. Thiss feature is
not aalways presennt. Similarly, bitumen-lean zones are
someetimes seen aat the top of the oilsands pay zone,
beneaath the finingg-upward sequuences, with ggas and/or
waterr occupying m
much of the poree space.
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Within the Lower and Middle McMu
urray oilsandss
thhere are essen
ntially no barrieers to steam riise. Mudstonee
sstringers will im
mpede steam riise as baffles, not
n barriers.
Above thee Middle MccMurray oilsaands are thee
innterbedded tid
dal flat sequen
nces. These are
a alternating
g
thhin beds of oilsands
o
and water-saturated
w
d clay rich siltt
m
mudstones. Th
his highly variaable zone contaains mudstoness
w
with sufficienttly high capillary entrancee pressures to
o
pprevent steam entrance.
e
The Wabisk
kaw member at
a the base of the
t Clearwaterr
F
Formation inccludes laterallly continuou
us sands and
d
laaterally contin
nuous mudston
nes. These mudstones
m
aree
eeffective barrieers to steam rise.
r
The sands are usually
y
ssaturated with gas and/or water
w
and may
y be bitumen-sstained.
The masssive, laterally
y continuouss Clearwaterr
m
mudstone is an
n effective caprrock. Down-cu
utting into thiss
uunit from Quaaternary chann
nels may be a concern and
d
sshould be considered in any
y exploratory or delineation
n
pprogram.
C
Comparable SAGD Projects
B
By far, the best method for assessing
a
the effectiveness off
a formation ass a caprock is to assess opeerating data in
n
oother mature projects.
p
Anaalogue projectss, in terms off
ggeology, depth, and operation
n strategy, werre examined to
o
ddetermine wherre steam rise was
w halted.
Suncor’s Dover
D
SAGD
D Project (forrmerly UTF).
T
This project was known as the Alberrta Oil Sandss
T
Technology an
nd Research Au
uthority’s Und
derground Testt
F
Facility (AOST
TRA’s UTF). The first successful SAGD
D
ppilot projects, Phase
P
A and Phase B, were tested
t
here and
d
thheir success precipitated
p
th
he subsequent investment in
n
S
SAGD as the in-situ recoveery process off choice in thee
A
Athabasca oilsaands deposit. With a SAGD
D history dating
g
bback to 1987, this
t project has provided exccellent data forr
bboth pilot and mature
m
projectss.
Phase A, th
he laboratory-sscale pilot, had
d inter-wellpairr
sspacing of 25m
m to ensure eaarly maturation
n of the pilot.
A
After 2 years, the
t steam cham
mbers around the
t 3 wellpairss
hhad coalesced. Figure 3 sh
hows a cross-section through
h
thhe Phase A paattern that tran
nsects the midd
dle of all threee
w
wellpairs. Ob
bservation Welll AT4 was lo
ocated directly
y
aabove middle Wellpair A1. The inset graph showss
temperature pro
ofiles in Well AT4 at differeent times. Thee
laack of upwarrd movement of the thermo
ocouple which
h
ppoints at the saturated steeam temperatu
ure of 229°C
C
inndicates that vertical
v
steam chamber
c
growtth had stopped
d
aat this well afteer 379 days and
d remained staagnant until thee
eend at 700 daays. Steam was
w contained by the Upperr
M
McMurray tidaal flat unit.
Phase B was
w the commeercial pilot spaaced wellpairss
aand was operatted under SAG
GD between 1991 and 2003,,
aafter which terrtiary recovery
y methods werre tried. Thiss
ppilot was with
hin a north-sou
uth fluvial-estu
uarine channell
ssand deposit of
o 500m to 80
00m in width. The highestt
qquality reservo
oir is at the base, and there
t
is somee
ddegradation to
owards the to
op with the appearance
a
off
bbioturbated intter-bedded mu
udstones. Agaain, the steam
m
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cham
mber was contaained below thhe Upper McM
Murray tidal
flat uunit.
S
Suncor’s MacK
Kay River Prroject, Section
n 16. This
projeect is adjacentt to their Dovver Project, w
with similar
geoloogy except thatt the oilsands aare slightly shaallower.
T
The caprock att MacKay Rivver is a combbination of
Wabiiskaw D andd Upper McMurray mud--dominated
sedim
ments. This iss the same as inn the Tamaracck Lease as
suppoorted by both core and log ddata. Steam chhamber rise
after 5 years’ opperation showeed that the ssteam was
contaained below the base of the Upper McMurray
Form
mation (“KMU””).

Well 08-27-0900-09W4: 90-95 meters
(aa) Tamarack W

Well 07-04-93-12W4: 94-98.55 meters
(bb) MacKay W

(cc) MacKay Well 08-17-93-12W4: 85-89.55 meters
F
Figure 2 Tam
marack/MacK
Kay Core Com
mparison
sh
howing Cons
sistent Wab D / U.McM C
Contact
(red arro
ows)
T
The mudstoness within the Upper McMuurray were
sufficcient to prevvent steam bbreakthrough.
(Suncor
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MacKay, 2010). Figure 2 shows a comparison of the
contacts at the base of the Upper McMurray. The
transition between clean, bitumen-rich oilsands and the
muddier units above is quite sudden. The facies seen at
MacKay River are comparable to those at Tamarack.
Suncor’s MacKay River Project, Wellpair C4.
After 10 years of operation, the steam chamber was
contained below the base of the Upper McMurray
Formation, as seen in Figure 4. Observation wells OB2
and OB3 are near the centre-line of Wellpair C4; Well
OB5 is offset by 50m and shows the downward growth of
the steam chamber as it progressed laterally from the
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Figure 3 Steam Chamber Stopped over Wellpair A1, UTF Phase A, at Observation Well AT4
mod. after Chalaturnyk (1996)
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Figure 4 Steam Chamber RIse over 10 Years, MacKay River SAGD, Wellpair C4

w
wellpair. Sign
nificantly, over the same timee there was no
o
uupward growth
h into the Upper McMurray caprock.
c
TOTAL’s Joslyn
J
Creek. This project is
i considerably
y
sshallower than most projectss. Formationss that could bee
cconsidered as caprock
c
are ap
pproximately 33m
3
shallowerr
thhan at Ivanho
oe’s Tamarack
k Project. Thiis project also
o
ooperated with a markedly different strattegy than thatt
pproposed for Taamarack.
TOTAL’s Joslyn Creek SAGD Projeect incurred a
ssteam release in
n 2006, just ass it was starting
g to convert itss
P
Phase 2 wells from
f
circulation to SAGD. This
T resulted in
n
thhe catastrophicc eruption of stteam at surfacee. A review by
y
thhe Alberta Energy
E
Resou
urces Conserrvation Board
d
((ERCB) conclu
uded that the ro
oot cause of th
he incident wass
eexcessive steam
m pressure (ER
RCB, 2010).
Other SAG
GD Projects. In addition to
o the analoguee
pprojects to Tamarack,
T
oth
her SAGD projects
p
weree
eexamined as part
p
of our stteam chamberr developmentt
rreview (Table 1).
Table 1 Otherr SAGD Proje
ects
SAGD
D Project
Devon Jac
ckfish
Cenovus Christina
C
Lake
e
Suncor Firebag
JACOS Ha
angingstone
Cenovus Foster
F
Creek

Years of Operation
O
4
9
7.5
14
10

In all casees, the availab
ble temperaturre profile dataa
w
were examined
d and it was obsserved that steaam did not risee
aabove the base of the Upper McMurray
M
Form
mation. Given
n
thhat the life of a SAGD pattern is 8 to 15 years,
y
and mostt
oof these projeccts have been operating for that long, thiss
inndicates that the mixed facies
f
Upper McMurray iss
eeffective as a barrier to steam
m rise.
O
Operating Prressure
O
Obviously, a low permeabiility caprock is required to
o
pprevent pervaasive fluid lo
osses from the reservoir.
H
However, the ability of any
y caprock to withstand thee
m
maximum operrating pressuree (MOP) at a given stage off
S
SAGD develop
pment is depen
ndent upon the stresses in thee
ccaprock and no
ot on its permeaability.
Various SA
AGD projects were analyzeed in terms off
thheir stated opeerating pressurres and the fraccture gradientss
oof four marker depths:
ne;
1. base of the Clearrwater mudston
2. base of the Wabiiskaw D mudsttone;
3. base of the Upper McMurray tidal flat unit;
pth of the wellpair’s injector;;
4. dep
For the fraccture gradient, it was assumed that all otherr
sshallow projectts were limited
d by the overbu
urden gradient.
T
This was assum
med to be 21 kPa/m
k
for all projects
p
exceptt
JJoslyn Creek, for which a value of 20 kPa/m betterr
rreflected its very
v
shallow depth. For the Tamarack
k
pproject, the fraccture gradientss were determin
ned from mini-ffracs in two wells
w
which weere found to be anomalously
y
loow. Potentiallly the effectss of lateral strress relief and
d

reserrvoir depressuurization com
mbined to low
wer in-situ
stressses.

Figure 5 Rattio of Injection
n Pressure to Fracture
P
Pressure at 4 M
Marker Depths
s for SAGD Prrojects

F
Figure 5 show
ws the results of this analyysis. The
verticcal axis is the ratio of the steeam injection ppressure to
the ffracture pressuure at initial stress state ffor the 10
projeects shown, wiith those for Taamarack beingg proposed.
Anytthing above 1000% indicates tthat the injectioon pressure
exceeeds the fracturre pressure at the initial streess state so
fractuuring might bee expected. S
Some projects have more
than one value, rreflecting the fact that the operating
presssure was changged during the life of those prrojects.
T
The outlier vallues are for thhe Joslyn Creeek project,
whicch had just connverted to SAG
GD mode. Thhese values
are oobviously unreppresentative off all other SAG
GD projects
revieewed in this papper.
T
The data suggeests that otherr projects have typically
operaated above thee fracture graddient for the Clearwater
mudsstone.
This is understanndable, given that this
form
mation is many metres abovee the wellpair so it has a
muchh lower fraccture pressuree.
Obviouslly, deeper
form
mations are actinng as caprock ffor these projects.
T
The Wabiskaw D mudstone iis a potential ccaprock for
mostt projects. Som
me projects’ innjection pressuures exceed
its ffracture pressuure, which inndicates that a deeper
form
mation is actingg as the effecttive caprock, aat least for
the eearly life of thhe projects. Thhe proposed pressure for
the T
Tamarack projeect is ramped ddown from 1450 kPaa to
12500 kPaa as the stteam chamber rises in order tto maintain
an accceptable factoor of safety at thhe Wabiskaw D unit.
T
The Upper McM
Murray, which is comprised oof tidal flat
faciees, is the obserrved caprock fo
for all projects except the
start--up Joslyn Creek projecct which innjected at
anom
malously high normalized ooperating presssure above
the ffracture pressuure of the Uppper McMurraay. As an
exam
mple, Dover P
Phase A operrated at 27500 kPaa to
matuurity with the base of the U
Upper McMurrray unit at
140m
mKB. Adjustinng to ground level and usingg a fracture
gradiient of 21 kPagg/m, this project operated at 991% of the
fractuure pressure w
without incidentt.
omechanical Analysis
Geo
An explicitly cooupled (see Settari and Walters)
geom
mechanical annd reservoir ssimulation anaalysis was
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performed to predict the behavior of the Tamarack SAGD
project. Conservative parameters and reservoir and
geomechanical material descriptions specific to Tamarack
were used.
The results showed no tensile nor shear
failure for the life of the project. This was due in part to
the Upper McMurray (a low quality sand with shale interbedding) acting as an effective buffer (or caprock) to
steam rise and pressure transmission to the base of the
Wabiskaw D and Clearwater mudstones. Geomechanical
effects previously discussed were observed to cause a
transient stress state that develops in and around the steam
chamber due to elevated pressure, temperature and
volumetric strain. This transient can increase or decrease
the minimum total principal stress depending on the
location relative to the steam chamber. Regardless, the
simulation analysis showed no caprock failure.
Figure 6 shows a profile of the minimum stress,
minus the formation fluid pressure. A value less than
zero indicates potential tensile failure (at zero effective
stress). In addition, reduction factors of 90% and 80%
were applied to the stresses in order to determine what
margin of safety was available. For all cases, no tensile
failure occurs. Note that the stresses in the Wabiskaw D
mudstone caprock are far from any tensile failure.
Depth (m)
60
70

Base of Clearwater
Base of Wabiskaw D mudstone

80

100%  - P
90%  - P
80%  - P

90
100
110
120
130

Tensile Failure
if < 0

140
150
0

500

1000

1500

Effective Stress,

2000

2500

' (kPa)

3000

Figure 6 Profiles of Factored Minimum Stress
as an Effective Stress after 7.7 years

Conclusions
The intent of this study was to take a pragmatic approach
to the assessment of different geological facies as
potential caprocks for Ivanhoe Energy’s Tamarack SAGD
Project. Our means of accomplishing this was to examine
the performance of analogue SAGD projects with the
expectation that trends would be observed that could be
applied to Tamarack. Geomechanical modeling was used
to extrapolate the observed behavior to Tamarack’s
specific geology, geomechanics, and operating conditions.
This study found that:
1. the proposed Upper McMurray tidal flat and
Wabiskaw D mudstone caprocks for the Tamarack
SAGD project are consistent with the effective

2.

3.

4.

caprock in all successful long-term SAGD projects
reviewed;
steam rise was found to be consistently constrained
by the base of the Upper McMurray in comparable
projects with long-term operation;
when depth and fracture gradient variations were
taken into account, the proposed Tamarack operating
pressures are consistent with those of comparable
projects operating safely over long periods of time;
geomechanical modeling supports the determination
of safe operating pressures for the proposed
Tamarack project.

Nomenclature
CSS = cyclic steam stimulation (huff’n’puff)
P = pressure
SAGD = steam-assisted gravity drainage
UTF = Underground Test Facility

 = stress


´ = effective stress
~ = “approximately”
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